Robust, Interoperable and Seamless.

Change Healthcare Is Your Trusted Enterprise Imaging Partner

“Enterprise Imaging is a set of solutions to unify the management, access, and analysis of clinical images and information, across all affiliated care facilities and all care departments.

The purpose of Enterprise Imaging is to improve financial, clinical and operational outcomes by leveraging scale and enable better use of data.”

Our unparalleled medical care system offers a holistic ecosystem of people, processes, and technology that work seamlessly together across your enterprise to help you focus on outcomes that matter to you.

Inspiriting a Better Healthcare System changehealthcare.com
Taking the Complexity Out of Enterprise Imaging

Our Enterprise Imaging Solutions take a patient-centric approach to help reduce costs, increase efficiency, uncover operational insights, realize better outcomes, and deliver better care. Our solutions support the management of clinical information, helping to orchestrate imaging workflow and provide analytics to uncover the actionable insights from your data.

Change Healthcare’s enterprise imaging platform is an integrated modular solution spanning radiology, cardiology, radiation treatment, orthopedic surgical planning, surgery, wound care, dermatology, point-of-care ultrasound, emergency ultrasound, as well as other care settings with imaging needs.

This reliable and scalable solution spans vertically through large IDNs and horizontally across hospital service lines aggregating data to a single point of access, simplifying health IT infrastructure.

Unlock Real Value
Transform Disparate Systems
Work Seamlessly

Watch: Ashish Sant, SVP Imaging @ RSNA
Watch: Steve Harrold, Sr. Manager Imaging @ RSNA
A Holistic Enterprise Imaging Solution

Enable growth with an ecosystem of technology and consulting solutions

Electronic Health Record

Universal Viewer

Enterprise Workflow Orchestration Engine

Cardiology
- Cardiac Cath.
- Echocardiography
- Electrophysiology
- ECG
- Hemodynamics
- Vascular US

Radiology
- Breast Imaging
- Nuclear Medicine
- Orthopedics
- Dermatology
- Surgical
- Pathology

Clinical Specialties
- Oncology
- Point-of-Care US
- Nursing
- Wound Care

About Change Healthcare
Change Healthcare is inspiring a better healthcare system. Working alongside our customers and partners, we leverage our software and analytics, network solutions and technology-enabled services to help them improve efficiency, reduce costs, increase cash flow, and more effectively manage complex workflows. Together, we are accelerating the journey toward improved lives and healthier communities.
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